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a.  While   explosions,   with   their   consequent   pressures,   may   be obtained by passing a powerful current along a conductor, they seem to occur only with the sudden volatilization of the conductor itself, which, in this case, did not take place.
b.  The heating of the enclosed air should have produced a pressure from within, more or less nearly equal to the pressure simultaneously caused from without, and, thereby, have either prevented, or at least greatly reduced, the collapse.
c.  The assumption that the crushing of the conductor was due to mass inertia of the suddenly heated air offers no solution whatever of the collapse of the rod up into the
shank of the cap.
For these reasons it seems that the idea that the collapse of the conductor may have been caused by the reaction pressure of an explosion wave in the atmosphere, due to sudden heating, is untenable.
Probably the correct explanation of the collapse, as already offered by Pollock and Barraclough,1 an explanation that, at least, must involve an important factor, is as follows:
Each longitudinal fiber, as it were, of the conductor attracted every other such fiber through the interaction of the magnetic fields due to their respective currents, and the resulting magnetic squeeze on the hollow rod, whose walls were weakened by the heating of the current, caused it to collapse in the manner shown.
As is well known, the force / in dynes per centimeter length, with which a straight wire carrying a current of / amperes is urged at right angles to the direction of the lines of force of a uniform magnetic field of intensity // is given by the equation
/—•
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Also, the value of //, r centimeters from a, relatively, very long straight conductor carrying / amperes, is given by the relation
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FIG.
138.—'Section of a hollow tubular conductor, inner radius a, outer radius b.
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